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In this paper we develop a comprehensive theory on the well-posedness of the
initial-value problem for the neutral functional-differential equation
` `
X Xy t s ay t q b y q t q c y p t , t ) 0, y 0 s y , .  .  . .  . i i i i 0
is1 is1
and the asymptotic behaviour of its solutions. We prove that the existence and
uniqueness of solutions depend mainly on the coefficients c , i s 1, 2, . . . , and oni
the smoothness of functions in the solution space. As far as the asymptotic
behaviour of analytic solutions is concerned, the c have little effect. We prove thati
 .if Re a ) 0 then the solution y t either grows exponentially or is polynomial. The
most interesting result is that if Re a F 0 and a / 0 then the asymptotic behaviour
of the solution depends mainly on the characteristic equation
`
la q b q s 0. i i
is1
These results can be generalized to systems of equations. Finally, we present some
examples to illustrate the change of asymptotic behaviour in response to the
variation of some parameters. The main idea used in this paper is to express the
solution in either Dirichlet or Dirichlet]Taylor series form. Q 1997 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Initial-value problems for functional-differential equations of constant
time delays of the form
` `d
y t y c y t y p s ay t q b y t y q , t ) 0, 1.1 .  .  .  .  . i i i i /dt is1 is1
y t s y t , x F 0, 1.2 .  .  .0
where a, b , and c are complex constants, p , q ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , satisfy-i i i i
 .ing sup p , sup q - `, and y t is a given function, have beeniG1 i iG1 i 0
 .  .studied extensively. It is well known that 1.1 ] 1.2 , under some minor
restrictions, has a unique solution and the asymptotic behaviour of this
solution depends mainly on the corresponding characteristic equation
` `
l 1 y c exp yl p s a q b exp ylq . .  . i i i i /
is1 is1
w xDetails for this and for more general results can be found in Hale 11 . In
this paper we study the initial-value problem for neutral functional-dif-
ferential equations of the form
` `
X Xy t s ay t q by q t q c y p t , t ) 0, 1.3 .  .  .  .  . i i i i
is1 is1
y 0 s y , 1.4 .  .0
 .where a, b , and c are complex constants, p , q g 0, 1 , i s 1, 2, . . . , andi i i i
 .y is a given initial value. To guarantee convergence of the series in 1.3 ,0
` < < ` < <we assume that  b ,  c - `. A list of applications for this kind ofis1 i is1 i
w x  .equation features in Iserles 12 . One remarkable difference between 1.1
 .and 1.3 is that the latter has unbounded variable time delays.
The objective of this paper is to develop a fairly comprehensive theory
 .  .on the well-posedness of the initial-value problem 1.3 ] 1.4 and, most
importantly of all, the asymptotic behaviour of its solutions. We prove that
 .  .the existence and uniqueness of solutions of 1.3 ] 1.4 depend mainly on
the coefficients c , i s 1, 2, . . . , and the smoothness of functions in thei
solution space. However, the c have little effect on the asymptotici
 .  .behaviour of analytic solutions of 1.3 ] 1.4 . We prove that if Re a ) 0
 .  . ya tthen the solution y t either grows exponentially, i.e., lim y t e / 0,t ª`
or is polynomial. Our most interesting result is that if Re a F 0 and a / 0
then the asymptotic behaviour of the solution depends mainly on the
characteristic equation
`
la q b q s 0. i i
is1
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Our results can be generalized to systems of functional-differential equa-
tions with proportional time delays. Finally, we specialize our discussion by
w xpaying closer attention to the generalized pantograph equation 12
yX t s ay t q by qt q cyX qt , t ) 0, y 0 s 1. 1.5 .  .  .  .  .  .
We present some examples that illustrate the change of asymptotic be-
haviour in response to the variation of some parameters.
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS
w xAnalogous to the existence and uniqueness theorem of Nussbaum 22 ,
 w x w x.we have the following result see also Iserles and Liu 14 and 17 .
` m < < qTHEOREM 1. If  p c - 1 for some m g Z then in the functionis1 i i
mq 1w .  .  .space C 0, ` the solution of 1.3 ] 1.4 exists and is unique if and only if
`
np c / 1, n s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1. 2.1 . i i
is1
 .If 2.1 holds then the unique solution is analytic and can be written as
y1 n` ny1 ` ` t
k ky t s y q y 1 y p c a q q b . 2.2 .  .   0 0 i i i i /  / n!ks0ns1 is1 is1
w xKuang and Feldstein 20 studied the scalar initial-value problem
M K
X Xy t s ay t q b y q t q c y p t , t ) 0, y 0 s y , .  .  .  .  . i i i i 0
is1 is1
2.3 .
where a, b , i s 1, . . . , M, and c , i s 1, . . . , K, are real constants. Byi i
 .transforming 2.3 into an integral equation, they proved that it has a
 1w .. K < y1 <unique solution in the function space C 0, ` if  c p - 1. Theyis1 i i
then posed the problem of establishing the same result in the case of
K < y1 < K < y1 < c p G 1. Our result shows that the condition  c p - 1 canis1 i i is1 i i
K < <be modified to  c - 1.is1 i
` m < <Next we discuss the necessity of the assumption  p c - 1 made inis1 i i
Theorem 1. For simplicity, we only consider the case m s 0. First, we
introduce the following lemma, which is almost the same as a result of
w xNussbaum 22 .
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 .LEMMA 2. Let p g 0, 1 be gi¨ en and consider the homogeneous func-
tional equation
y t s cy pt , t G 0, 2.4 .  .  .
w .in the function space C 0, ` .
< <  .  .1. If c F 1 but c / 1 then 2.4 has only the tri¨ ial solution y t ' 0.
 .2. If c s 1 then all solutions of 2.4 are constant.
< <3. If c ) 1 then there is a one-to-one correspondence between solu-
 . U   . w x  .  .4tions of 2.4 and functions in the space C s f t g C p, 1 : f 1 s cf p .
Proof. The first two parts of Lemma 2 are easy to prove. Consider part
 . w .  .3. For every solution y t g C 0, ` of 2.4 , there corresponds a function
 .  . w x Uf t s y t , t g p, 1 , which belongs to C . On the other hand, for every
 . U  .function f t g C , it is easy to see that the function y t given by the
following recurrence relation:
y 0 s 0, .
y t s ck f pyk t , pkq1 F t F pk , k s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . , .  .
 .is a continuous solution of 2.4 .
EXAMPLE 1. Consider solutions of the initial-value problem
yX t s cyX pt , t ) 0, y 0 s y , 2.5 .  .  .  .0
1w .in the function space C 0, ` . It follows from Lemma 2 that
 .  . < <1. The only solution of 2.5 is y t ' y if c F 1 but c / 1.0
 .  .2. All the solutions of 2.5 can be written as y t s y q y t if0 1
c s 1, where y is an arbitrary constant.1
 .3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between solutions of 2.5
U < <and functions in the space C if c ) 1.
 .This example shows that the initial-value problem 2.5 loses uniqueness
< <of solutions if either c s 1 or c ) 1.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the homogeneous problem
`
X Xy t s c y p t , t ) 0, y 0 s 0. 2.6 .  .  .  . i i
is1
Suppose that ` c ) 1. By the intermediate-value theorem there exists ais1 i
constant l ) 1 such that ` plc s 1. Hence, the homogenous problemis1 i i
 .  . lq12.6 has the nontrivial solution y t s t .
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider solutions of the initial-value problem
yX t s c yX p t q c yX p t y c c yX p p t , t ) 0, .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
y 0 s y , 2.7 .  .0
1w . < < < <in the function space C 0, ` . Suppose that c F 1 and c F 1 but1 2
 . 1w .  .  . X .c , c / 1. Let y t g C 0, ` be a solution of 2.7 . Then x t s y t y1 2
X .c y p t satisfies the functional equation1 1
x t s c x p t , t G 0. .  .2 2 2
 .Lemma 2 implies that x t ' 0. Therefore,
yX t s c yX p t , t G 0, y 0 s y . .  .  .1 1 0
X . 1w .It follows from Lemma 2 that y t ' 0. Hence, the only C 0, ` solution
 .  . < < < <of 2.7 is y t ' y . This example shows that the condition c q c q0 1 2
< <  .c c - 1 is unnecessary for the uniqueness of solution of 2.7 in the1 2
1w .function space C 0, ` .
 .In the rest of this paper, we assume that a / 0, that 2.1 holds, and that
 4l s sup max p , q - 1. We shall only consider the analytic solutionq iG1 i i
 .  .of 1.3 ] 1.4 .
3. DIRICHLET AND DIRICHLET]TAYLOR SERIES SOLUTIONS
 .The Taylor series solution 2.2 is of little use in the study of asymptotic
behaviour. On the other hand, it seems that the solution cannot be found
 .  .through Laplace transform as was done in the case of 1.1 ] 1.2 . Fortu-
nately, it can be expressed in either Dirichlet or Dirichlet]Taylor series
 4`form. To begin with, we introduce some notation. For sequences x ,i is1
 4`  4`y of complex numbers and j of integers, we definei is1 i is1
x s x , x , . . . g C` , y s y , y , . . . g C` , .  .1 2 1 2
j s j , j , . . . g Z` , .1 2
and the standard multi-index operations
` ` `
j ji< < < < < < < <x s x , j s j , x s x ,  i i i
is1is1 is1
`
x, y s x y , .  i i
is1
xy s x y , x y , . . . , x k s x k , x k , . . . , k g Zq. .  .1 1 2 2 1 2
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First, we seek Dirichlet series solution of the form
`
j ky t s a y d exp atq p , 3.1 .  . . 0 j , k
ns0 < < < <j q k sn
 q.`where a and d , j, k g Z , are coefficients to be determined. It isj, k
 .  .understood that p s 1 q s 1 if c s 0 b s 0 for some i g N. Leti i i i
 .d s 1, where 0 s 0, 0, . . . , and d s 0 if j - 0 or k - 0 for some0, 0 j, k i i
i g N. It is easy to see that
`
X j k j ky t s aa q p d exp atq p , .  .  j , k
ns0 < < < <j q k sn
and for i g N that
`
j ky q t s a y d exp atq p , .  . i 0 jye , ki
ns0 < < < <j q k sn
`
X j kye j kiy p t s aa y q p d exp atq p , .  . i 0 j , kye i
ns0 < < < <j q k sn
 .where e s d , d , . . . with d denoting the Kronecker symbol. Byi 1, i 2, i n, i
 .  .  j k .substituting 3.1 into 1.3 and comparing the coefficients of exp atq p
on both sides, we obtain the recurrence relation
` bi `j k j kye qiq p y 1 d s d q q p c d , j, k g Z , . . j , k jye , k i j , kyei i /ais1
3.2 .
which leads to the following result.
< < < <  .  .THEOREM 3. If b - a then the solution of 1.3 ] 1.4 has a Dirichlet
 .  4  .series expansion of the form 3.1 , where d are determined by 3.2 andj, k
` n1 q b, q ra .
a s . 3.3 . n1 y c, p .ns0
 .Proof. It is not difficult to see from 3.2 that
`q< < < <d F r max d , j, k g Z , .j , k l , m
< < < < < < < <l q m - j q k y1
 < < < < < <.  .for r s b r a q c r 1 y l , which implies thatq
`< j <q <k < q< <d F r , j, k g Z . .j , k
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Therefore, the generating function
`
j kg x, y s d x y .   j , k
ns0 < < < <j q k sn
` < < < <  . j kis analytic for all x, y g C satisfying x q y - r. Multiplying 3.2 by x y
 q.`and summing up for j, k g Z yields
b, x .
g qx, py y g x, y s g x, y q c, y g qx, py , .  .  .  .  .
a
which implies that
1 y c, y .
g x, y s g qx, py . .  .
1 q b, x ra .
 .  .Due to the fact that lim g x, y s g 0, 0 s 1, we deduce thatx, y ª 0
` n1 y c, p y .
g x, y s , 3.4 .  . n1 q b, q x ra .ns0
where the convergence of the product follows from our assumption that
  .l - 1. Note that formula 3.4 is, in fact, a generalization of the q-bi-q
w x  .nomial theorem 10 . A further generalization is 5.9 , which features in
.  .  `Section 5. Hence, g x, y can be extended analytically to x, y g C :
< < < < < <4 < < < < `b x - a . Since a ) b , we deduce that the series   dns0 < j <q <k <sn j, k
 .converges absolutely. Therefore, the Dirichlet series 3.1 converges abso-
 .  .lutely for all t g R. Our assumption that 2.1 holds implies that g 1, 1 / 0,
 .  .where 1 s 1, 1, . . . . It is easy to verify that the Dirichlet series 3.1
 .  .  .satisfies 1.3 ] 1.4 if we let a s 1rg 1, 1 .
< < < <The Dirichlet series may fail to converge if b G a . However, we can
 .  .express a high-order derivative of the solution of 1.3 ] 1.4 into a Dirich-
let series, and find the solution through the Taylor expansion formula with
< m. < < <  .integral remainder. Let m g N be such that b, q - a , and let y t bem
 .  .  .the mth derivative of the solution y t of 1.3 ] 1.4 . Therefore,
my1 y 0 1 . tn my1ny t s t q t y t y t dt , 3.5 .  .  .  . H mn! m y 1 ! . 0ns0
where, by Theorem 1,
y1ny1 ` `
k ky 0 s y 1 y p c a q q b , n s 1, 2, . . . . 3.6 .  .  n 0 i i i i /  /ks0 is1 is1
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 .Differentiating both sides of 1.3 m times yields
` `
X Xm my t s ay t q b q y q t q c p y p t , t ) 0. 3.7 .  .  .  .  . m m i i m i i i m i
is1 is1
According to Theorem 3, we have
`
j ky t s a y 0 d exp atq p , .  .  . m m m j , k , m
ns0 < < < <j q k sn
 4where d s 1, d s 0 if j - 0 or k - 0 for some i g N, d0, 0, m j, k, m i i j, k, m
satisfies the recurrence relation
` mb qi ij k j kye miq p y 1 d s d q q p c p d , . j , k , m jye , k , m i i j , kye , mi i /ais1
`qj, k g Z , .
 . m  j k .mand a satisfies a y 0 s a a y . Noting that d s q p d andm m m 0 j, k, m j, k
my1 l1 at my 1 at ym at lt y t e dt s a e y t , . H  /m y 1 ! l! . 0 ls0
we have the following result.
 q < n. < < <4THEOREM 4. If m [ min n g Z : b, q - a G 1, then the solution
 .  .of 1.3 ] 1.4 has the Dirichlet]Taylor series expansion
my1 n.y 0 .
ny t s t .  n!ns0
lj k` my1 aq p .
j k lq a y d exp atq p y t , .  0 j , k  /l!ns0 < < < < ls0j q k sn
n. .  4  .  .  .where y 0 , a and d are gi¨ en by 3.6 , 3.3 , and 3.2 , respecti¨ ely.j, k
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR
In this section we demonstrate how to use Dirichlet and Dirichlet]Taylor
series solutions to analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the neutral equa-
 .tion 1.3 .
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 .  .  .THEOREM 5. Let y t be the unique solution of 1.3 ] 1.4 and m [
 q < n. < < <4min n g Z : b, q - a . Then
 . ya t  .1. lim y t e s a y if Re a ) 0, where a is gi¨ en by 3.3 ;t ª` 0
 .  m. m. .2. y t s O t as t ª ` if Re a s 0. Moreo¨er, y t is almost
periodic; and
 .  m.3. y t s o t as t ª ` if Re a - 0.
Proof. We only give proof of the case of Re a ) 0, since the other two
 .cases can be proved similarly. If m s 0 then we deduce from 3.1 that
`
< <y t exp yat y a y F exp yRe a 1 y l t d , .  .  . .  0 q j , k
ns1 < < < <j q k sn
 . ya twhich implies that lim y t e s a y . If m G 1 then we deduce fromt ª` 0
 .  . ya t  . m3.7 that lim y t e s a y 0 s a a y . Using the Taylor expan-t ª` m m m 0
ya t .  .sion 3.5 , we deduce that lim y t e s a y .t ª` 0
 .Part 1 of the last theorem shows that the solution y t either grows
 . ya texponentially, i.e., lim y t e / 0, or is polynomial.t ª`
 .  .  .THEOREM 6. Let y t be the unique solution of 1.3 ] 1.4 and let
`¡
lsup Re l: a q b q s 0 , b / 0, i i~  5m [0 is1¢y`, b s 0.
 .  m.  .1. If Re a s 0 then y t s O t as t ª ` for all m g m , ` l0
w .0, ` .
 .  m.2. If Re a - 0 then y t s o t as t ª ` for all m ) m .0
To prove the theorem, we introduce three lemmas.
 . w .LEMMA 7. Suppose that y t g C 0, ` satisfies the functional equation
`
ay t q b y q t s h t , t G 0, .  .  . i i
is1
 . w .where a, b , and q , i s 1, 2, . . . , are as before, and h t g C 0, ` satisfiesi i
 .  m1.  .  m.h t s O t as t ª ` for some constant m . Then y t s O t as t ª `1
 . w .for any m g m , ` l m , ` , where m is the same as in Theorem 6.0 1 0
 . w .  . ym t  t.Proof. For any m g m , ` l m , ` we define x t s e y e , y`0 1
 .- t - `. The function x t satisfies the difference equation
`
max t q b q x t q log q s H t , 0 F t - `, .  .  . i i i
is1
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 . ym t  t.  . where H t [ e h e s O 1 as t ª `. Since sup Re l: a q
` mql 4 w b q s 0 s m y m - 0, it follows from Theorem 4.1 of Hale 11,is1 i i 0
x  .  .  .  m.p. 287 that x t s O 1 as t ª `. Therefore, y t s O t as t ª ` for
 . w .any m g m , ` l m , ` .0 1
 . ` n  n.  m.LEMMA 8. If b , l g 0, 1 then  b exp ytl s O t but notns0
 m.o t as t ª ` for m s ylog brlog l - 0.
Proof. If m F y1 then
` 1qm `l ymy1ym n n nq1 n n nq1t b exp ytl s tl exp ytl tl y tl .  .  .  . 1 y lns0 ns0
1qm ` nl tl ymy1F x exp yx dx . H
nq11 y l tlns0
1qm
`l
ymy1- x exp yx dx - `, .H1 y l 0
and, for t G l,
` ym `l ymy1ym n n ny1 n ny1 nt b exp ytl s tl exp ytl tl y tl .  .  .  . 1 y lns0 ns0
ym `l ny1tl ymy1G x exp yx dx . H
n1 y l tlns0
lym
ymy1) x exp yx dx ) 0. .
1 y l
` n  n.  m.  m.Hence,  b exp ytl s O t but not o t as t ª `. The case ofns0
 .m g y1, 0 can be proved similarly.
Alternatively, we can prove the preceding lemma in the following way.
The function
` 1
n nx t [ b exp ytl .  .
l; l . nns0
satisfies the functional-differential equation
xX t s b x lt y x t , t ) 0. .  .  .
In what follows we use standard notation from the theory of basic
w xhypergeometric functions 10 , e.g.,
1, n s 0,
a; q s . ny1n  1 y a 1 y aq ??? 1 y aq , n s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .
called the shifted factorial or q-factorial or Gauss]Heine symbol, and
 . `  k . .a; q s  1 y aq .` ks0
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 .  . w x  .According to Theorem 3 i and ii of Kato and McLeod 19 , x t s
 m.  m.O t but not o t as t ª `. Hence, Lemma 8 holds since
`
n nl; l x t - b exp ytl - x t . .  .  .  .`
ns0
 4In the remainder of this section we let l [ inf max p , q ) 0.y iG1 i i
< < < <  .  m.LEMMA 9. If Re a - 0 and b - a then y t s O t as t ª ` for
 < < < <.m ) log a y log b rlog l .y
 .  < < < <.Proof. It is easy to see from 3.2 that for any e g 0, 1 y b r a there
exists a constant M ) 0 such that
n
< <b q e
< <d F M , n G 0. j , k  /< <a< < < <j q k sn
According to Theorem 3, we have
n` < <b q e
n< <y t F a y M exp Re atl . .  .0 y /< <ans0
 .  m.  < <It follows from Lemma 8 that y t s O t as t ª ` for m s log a y
 < < ..log b q e rlog l . The arbitrariness of e implies the desired result.y
 . n. .Proof of Theorem 6. Denote y t s y t , n g N. An important ob-n
 .servation is that y t satisfies the functional-differential equationn
` `
X Xn ny t s ay t q b q y q t q c p y p t , t ) 0, 4.1 .  .  .  .  . n n i i n i i i n i
is1 is1
and the functional equation
`




nh t s y t y c p y p t . .  .  .n nq1 i i nq1 i
is1
 .  m.Another useful observation is that y t s O t as t ª ` impliesnq1
 .  m.h t s O t as t ª ` for any fixed m and n. First, let us consider then
< m. < < <case Re a s 0. Let m g N be such that b, q - a . Applying Theorem 5
 .  .  .to 4.1 with n s m yields y t s O 1 as t ª `. Applying Lemma 7m
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 .  .  m.repeatedly to 4.2 from n s m y 1 to n s 0 yields y t s O t as t ª `
 . w .for any m g m , ` l 0, ` . Next, we consider the case Re a - 0. Let0
m g N be such that
m< <log a y log b, q .
- m .0log ly
 .  .  mU .Applying Lemma 9 to 4.1 with n s m yields y t s O t as t ª ` form
any
m< <log a y log b, q .
Um g , m .0 /log ly
 .Applying Lemma 7 repeatedly to 4.2 from n s m y 1 to n s 0 yields
 .   mqm 0 .r2 .  .  m.y t s O t as t ª ` for any m ) m . Hence, y t s o t as0
t ª ` for any m ) m . This completes the proof of Theorem 6.0
5. ON A SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
In this section we generalize our results on the scalar initial-value
 .  .problem 1.3 ] 1.4 to the vector problem
` `
X Xy t s Ay t q B y q t q C y p t , t ) 0, 5.1 .  .  .  .  . i i i i
is1 is1
y 0 s y , 5.2 .  .0
 .where A, B , and C are d = d complex matrices, p , q g 0, 1 , i si i i i
1, 2, . . . , and y is a column vector in C d. To guarantee convergence of the0
 . ` 5 5 ` 5 5 5 5series in 5.1 , we assume that  B - ` and  C - `, where ?is1 i is1 i
denotes the matrix norm induced by a vector norm, likewise denoted by
5 5? , which is arbitrary. Note that this assumption is independent of the
norm, since all norms in a finite-dimensional space are equivalent. In the
 .  .  .sequel s ? denotes the spectrum, r ? the spectral radius, a ? the
 .maximal real part of the eigenvalues of the matrix the spectral abscissa ,
 .and k A the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue with maximal real
part. If there is more than one eigenvalue that attains the maximal real
 .part, then k A denotes the maximal geometric multiplicity of all such
eigenvalues.
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Analogously to Theorem 1 we have the following result.
` m 5 5 qTHEOREM 10. If  p C - 1 for some m g Z , then in the func-is1 i i
mq 1w .  .  .tion space C 0, ` the solution of 5.1 ] 5.2 exists and is unique if and
only if
`
nI y p C , n s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1, are nonsingular. 5.3 . i i
is1
 .If 5.3 holds then the unique solution is analytic and can be written as
y1 n` ny1 ` ` t
k ky t s I q I y p C A q q B y , t G 0, .    i i i i 0 /  / /n!ks0ns1 is1 is1
5.4 .
where the multiplication of matrices in the product is carried out from left to
right.
 .In the rest of this section, we assume that A is nonsingular, 5.3 holds,
 4l s sup max p , q - 1, andq iG1 i i
s A l s q jpkA s B 5.5 .  . .
 .  q.`  q.`  .holds for all j, k g Z = Z _ 0, 0 . Again we seek a Dirichlet or
Dirichlet]Taylor series solution.
Analogously to Theorem 3 we have the following result.
` 5 y1 5  .  .THEOREM 11. If  A B - 1 then 5.1 ] 5.2 has the Dirichletis1 i
series solution
`
j ky t s D exp Atq p V y , 5.6 .  . .  j , k 0
ns0 < < < <j q k sn
 4  .where D s I, D s 0 if j - 0 or k - 0 for some i g N, D , j, k g0, 0 j, k i i j, k
 q.`  q.`  .Z = Z _ 0, 0 , are determined by the recurrence relation
q jpk D A y ADj , k j , k
`





ym n nV s lim A I y C p A q B q . 5.8 .  i i i i /  /mª` ns0 is1 is1
 .  .Proof. By substituting 5.6 into 5.1 and comparing the coefficients of
 j k .  .exp Atq p on both sides, we obtain the recurrence relation 5.7 . Clearly,
 . w x5.7 is obeyed in the case j, k s 0. It follows from a classical theorem 9
 .  .that 5.7 is solvable for D if 5.5 holds. Introducing the generatingj, k
function
`
j kG x, y s D x y , .   j , k
ns0 < < < <j q k sn
 .we obtain from 5.7 the relation
` `
A q B x G x, y s I y C y G qx, py A , .  . i i i i /  /
is1 is1
which implies that
` ` ndet I y  C p y .is1 i i i
det G x, y s / 0. 5.9 .  . .  ` y1 ndet I q  TA B q x .ns0 is1 i i i
 .  .y1Hence, G 1, 1 is nonsingular. By letting V s G 1, 1 , we see that the
 .  .  .Dirichlet series 5.6 satisfies 5.1 ] 5.2 .
Analogously to Theorem 4 we have the following result.
 q ` n 5 y1 5 4THEOREM 12. If m [ min n g Z :  q A B - 1 G 1, thenis1 i i
 .  .5.1 ] 5.2 has the Dirichlet]Taylor series solution
my1 n.y 0 .
ny t s t .  n!ns0
lj k` my1 Aq p .
j k lq D exp Atq p y t V y , .  j , k 0 /l!ns0 < < < < ls0j q k sn
n. .  .  .where y 0 can be obtained from 5.4 , D are determined by 5.7 , and Vj, k
 .is gi¨ en by 5.8 .
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Noting that
 .k A y1At a  A. t5 5e F M t q 1 e , t G 0, .
for some constant M ) 0, we have analogously to Theorems 5 and 6 the
following results.
 .  .  .THEOREM 13. Let y t be the unique solution of 5.1 ] 5.2 . Then
5  .5  k  A.y1 a  A. t.  .1. y t s O t e as t ª ` if a A ) 0;
5  .5  mq k  A.y1.  .2. y t s O t as t ª ` if a A s 0; and
5  .5  m.  .3. y t s o t as t ª ` if a A - 0,
 q ` n 5 y1 5 4where m [ min n g Z :  q A B - 1 .is1 i i
 4THEOREM 14. Suppose that l [ inf max p , q ) 0. Let m s y`y iG1 i i 0
if
`
ldet A q B q s 0 i i /
is1
has no solution; otherwise, let
`
lm [ sup Re l: det A q B q s 0 .0 i i 5 /
is1
 .  .  .Then the solution y t of 5.1 ] 5.2 satisfies
5  .5  mqk  A.y1.  . w .1. y t s O t as t ª ` for any m g m , ` l 0, ` if0
 .a A s 0; and
5  .5  m.  .2. y t s o t as t ª ` for any m ) m if a A - 0.0
Under further restrictions, we have the following result.
THEOREM 15. If all eigen¨alues of A ha¨e a positi¨ e real part, and A, B ,i
 .and C commute with each other for all i g N, then the solution y t ofi
 .  .5.1 ] 5.2 satisfies
lim eyA t y t s V y , . 0
tª`
 .where V is gi¨ en by 5.8 .
 .Proof. It is easy to prove by induction from 5.7 that, in the present
 4  .  q.`  q.`situation, A and D , j, k g Z = Z , commute with each other.j, k
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We can then prove this theorem directly from Theorem 11 or 12, depend-
` y15 5ing on whether the condition  A B - 1 holds or not.is1 i
6. ON THE GENERALIZED PANTOGRAPH EQUATION
 .In this section we discuss the generalized pantograph equation 1.5 . To
guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution, we assume that
yk < < < <  .c / q , k s 0, 1, . . . . Suppose that a / 0 and b - a . Then 1.5 has the
Dirichlet series solution
n`ybra; q yacrb; q b .  .` n ny t s y exp atq .  .  /c ; q q ; q a .  .` nns0
if b / 0, or
n n nny1.r2`1 y1 c q .
ny t s exp atq .  .c ; q q ; q .  .` nns0
< < < <  .if b s 0. Suppose that b G a ) 0. Then 1.5 has the Dirichlet]Taylor
series solution
my1 n.y 0 ybra; q .  .`ny t s t q .  n! c ; q .`ns0
=
ln n` my1yacrb; q b aq .  .n n ly exp atq y t , .  /  /q ; q a l! . nns0 ls0
w  < < < <. xwhere m [ log a r b rlog q q 1.
In the case where Re a - 0 and b / 0, the result in Section 4 can be
improved.
 .THEOREM 16. Suppose that Re a - 0 and b / 0. Let y t be the solution
 .  < < < <.  .  m y1 .  .of 1.5 , m s log a r b rlog q, u s 1r 2p arg yq a b , and z t s
ym  .t y t . Then
 .  m.1. y t s O t as t ª `.
 .2. If u is rational, u s lrk, say, then the v-limit set of z t coincides
with a closed continuous cur¨ e that can be represented parametrically by
 U  . U  .. w yk x U  .Re z t , Im z t for t g 1, q in the complex plane, where z t g
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X 11 .  .  .  .  .FIG. 1. y t s exp p i y t y y tr4 , y 0 s 1.20
w yk xC 1, q satisfies
U U2pu i y1 ykz t s e z qt , t g q , q . .  .
 . 3. If u is irrational then the v-limit set of z t is the annulus V s z:
< < 4 <  . < <  . <z F z F z , where z lim inf z t , z s lim sup z t .t ª` t ª`
w xThis theorem is proved in Liu 16 for a slightly more general case. The
Dirichlet and Dirichlet]Taylor series solutions make it possible to calcu-
 .  w xlate the v-limit set of z t the numerical methods presented in Liu 17
.can be used in more general cases . In Figs. 1]6 we display the solutions
 .for t c 1 in the ``phase plane'' Re y, Im y .
Finally, we discuss the change in asymptotic behaviour in response to
 .  .the variation of some parameters. Denote by y t; q the solution of 1.5 . It
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X 11 .  .  .  .  .FIG. 2. y t s exp p i y t y y tr10 , y 0 s 1.20
is easy to see that
a q b
y t ; 1 s exp t .  /1 y c
and
c q bra 1 q bra
aty t ; 0 s y q e . .
1 y c 1 y c
Consider the case of Re a ) 0. Obviously, the asymptotic behaviour of
 .  .y t; q is different from y t; 1 no matter how close q is to 1 except when
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X 6 16 .  .  .  .  .  .FIG. 3. y t s exp p i y t q exp p i y tr20 , y 0 s 1.11 11
b s yac. Noting that
dx1
lim 1 y q log a; q s log 1 y ax , .  .  .H` xqª1y 0
we obtain from Theorem 5 that
1yq
lim lim y t ; q exp yat .  . /
qª1y tª`
bx dx1
s exp log 1 q y log 1 y cx . .H  / / /a x0
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X 6 16 y7 .  .  .  .  .  .FIG. 4. y t s exp p i y t q exp p i y 10 t , y 0 s 1.11 11
 .However, as q ª 0 q , the asymptotic behaviour of y t; q is quite similar
 .to y t; 0 . In fact, we have
1 q bra
ya t yatlim lim y t ; q e s lim y t ; 0 e s . .  .
1 y cqª0q tª` tª`
< <Consider the case of Re a - 0. If we treat bra as a parameter, it is
< <clear from Theorem 16 that there exists a Hopf-like bifurcation as bra
< < < <passes through 1. Another interesting phenomenon happens when b s a
 . and a ª 0 q . It seems that the v-limit set of y t; q tends to a set see
.  .  .Figures 3 and 4 which is obivously distinct from y c q bra r 1 y c , the
 .limiting value of y t; 0 .
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X 40 12 .  .  .  .  .  .FIG. 5. y t s exp p i y t q exp p i y tr2 , y 0 s 1.41 41
Remark. The case a s 0 has been studied by Morris, Feldstein, and
w x w x w x w xBowen 21 , Kuang and Feldstein 20 , Iserles 12 , and Liu 16 . In the first
two papers the authors proved the unboundedness of the nonpolynomial
solution via the Phragmen]Lindelof principle, and by the Ahlfors theoremÂ È
in the third paper. In the fourth paper, the author proved by using the
w xsame technique as that used in Derfel 5 that for every nonpolynomial
 .  .  4`solution y t of 1.3 there exists a sequence t , which tends to ` asn ns1
<  . <    .2 ..n ª `, such that y t G M exp b log t at t s t , n s 1, 2, . . . , forn
some positive constants M and b.
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X 22 20 .  .  .  .  .  .FIG. 6. y t s exp p i y t q exp p i y tr2 , y 0 s 1.41 41
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